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scenario-based strategy maps - beingfrank - scenario-based strategy maps could enable organizations to
face strategic uncertainty in a more effective way and make them more sustainable in the longer term. this
paper highlights the strengths and weaknesses of strategy maps and scenario analysis, outlines an approach
to develop scenario-based strategy maps, and presents an example. keywords: scenario-based strategic
planning - a.t. kearney - scenario-based strategic planning 3 strategic tools from scenario planning while the
most obvious output of a scenario planning process is the set of scenarios, the exercise also yields several
tools that organizations can use to drive both greater strategic insight and cultural change. these include: 1. a
series of narratives of the future 2. scenario-based strategic planning - roland berger - the scenariobased strategic planning approach helps com-panies to account for complexity. it does by developing mul-tiple
scenarios and strategic options to counteract volatility. it stimulates companies to take a step back from the
trusted environment and the more traditional thinking in order scenario-based workforce planning - opm scenario-based workforce planning is one of those methods. as an executive or manager involved in strategic
planning or as a human resources (hr) professional, using scenario-based workforce planning can improve the
organizations effectiveness. a scenario-based approach to strategic planning - scenario-based approach
to strategic planning, scenarios go even one step further by answering ‘what if, then…!’ questions and hence
giving strategic recommendations for a specific course of action to be undertaken by organizations in the four
scenarios (liebl, 2002). scenario-based strategy in practice:a framework - cil - scenario-based strategy
practitioners by outlining the essential principles and components of any scenario-based strategy effort.
scenario planning is a sub-tle and highly complex process, and it would be impossible for any single arti-cle to
cover all of the important aspects of the method in great detail. this strategic planning with critical
success factors and ... - this report explores the value of enhancing typical strategic planning techniques
with the critical success factor (csf) method and scenario-based planning and presents an integrated
framework for strategic planning. strategic planning, csfs, and scenario planning all require expertise in the
particular method. scenario management—an approach for strategic foresight - and strategic
thinking—but without the multiple perspective (a). most deductive approaches of scenario planning are based
on future-open thinking and strategic thinking—but they ignore the complexity in the future sphere (b). other,
more technocratic approaches—mostly from continental europe—create very complex scenarios but often fail
with
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